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Price Target 

Current Mkt.Price (AED) 9.95 

Target Price (AED) 12.0 

Upside / (Downside), % 20.6% 

Est. Dividend Yield FY’12, % c.6.0% 

Est. Total Return, % 26.6% 

Stock Information 

ADSM Code FGB 

Bloomberg Code FGB UH Equity 

3-M Avg. daily volume (‘000s)) 906 

Shares outstanding (millions) 3,000 

Market Cap. (AED millions) 27,900 

52W High (AED) 10.75 (4Mar12) 

52W Low (AED) 6.98 (5Oct11) 

Price Performance 

 1M YTD 12M 

FGB 15.5% 28.7% 26.7% 

ADSM Index 4.7% 7.8% 0.5% 

Key Valuations Metrics (%) 

TTM P/E 7.7 

P/B 1.2 

Div. Yield, % c.5.0% 
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We initiate coverage on FIRST GULF BANK (‘FGB’), the 2
ND 

largest bank in UAE by 

market capitalization, with a BUY rating.  FGBs strong balance sheet, above 

industry growth track record provides ‘Margin of Safety’ at currently attractive 

valuations. Additionally, FGBs overcapitalized balance sheet is in our opinion a 

strong catalyst for either increasing dividends or initiating share-buyback over the 

medium term (next 6-15 months). 

 

Healthy Balance Sheet Limits Downside Risks  

FGB has one of the strongest balance sheet among top-tier UAE Banks with Tier I 

capital adequacy ratio of 19.5%. In our opinion, adequate loan loss coverage at 

92% combine with limited concerns over asset quality provides downside 

protection to its Book Value estimates.  

 

Impressive track record of growth in assets and income 

FGBs has achieved impressive growth in its loan book, total assets and operating 

income. Loans and advances registered CAGR growth of 9.7% p.a. compared to 

2.5% p.a. for aggregate UAE banking sector over the past three year period. Total 

assets and operating income grew at 13.6% and 11.3% respectively, both at a 

higher rate than peer group and aggregate industry average. 

 

Catalyst for stock price appreciation  

Currently, FGBs Tier I ratio of 19.5% is on the higher side even when compared to 

already high Tier 1 ratios for UAE banking sector of between 14-16% compared to 

global and regional standards. High tier I ratio is unfavorable impacting return on 

equity despite of strong margins and return on assets. We expect credit growth to 

be muted for FY’12. Additionally, surprises over asset quality seem to have 

bottomed out for the UAE Banking sector as a whole. Hence, we expect FGB to 

increase dividends payout and/or initiate share buyback over the medium term.  

 

Attractive discount to our fair price estimate given the higher quality of 

execution make FGB our top pick to ride any rally in the market.  

FGB currently trades at a Price to book multiple of 1.2X to our FY’13 Book Value 

Per Share (BVPS) estimates. FGBs current valuations appeal to us from the value 

perspective (dividend yield of c.5.5% + 1.2X P/B + RoE c.15%) whilst it’s estimated 

above industry medium-term growth potential appeals to us from growth 

perspective. Discount to fair value leaves room for upside whereas healthy balance 

sheet and growth profile at current valuations provide downside protection.  

 

  
First Gulf Bank 

(PJSC) 

Initiating 
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UAE 

Banks 

23 Aug 2012 
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Investment Thesis 

 

Healthy Balance Sheet Limits Downside Risks 

Balance sheet strength has been in vogue post the financial crisis of 2008. Over the past 

few years, regulators the world over have increased the pressure on equity holders 

through       1) increasing equity capital to risk assets ratio 2) limits on sector concentration 

3) Liquidity of the balance sheet. 4) Higher disclosure requirements. The trend is also 

apparent in the UAE banking sector with Central Bank of UAE (CBUAE) promulgating a 

number of steps of far-reaching importance such as: 

1. Limits on exposure to single name government and quasi government entities 

2. Regulations limiting lending to individuals 

3. Guidelines on maintenance of minimum liquidity ratios 

 

Objective of these regulations is to conserve equity capital and reign in of imprudent 

lending activities.  

 

In many cases this conservatism has lead to: on one hand decreased lending activity at the 

periphery and on the other, creation of excess loan loss provisions. These excess reserves 

are in a way underestimating the ‘true’ equity capital of the bank. Such practices provide 

two layers of protection when these banks trade at below book.  

 

Conservative provisioning with below book value market price provide two layers of 

protection 

 

FGB has one of healthier balance-sheet in the UAE banking space. As of June’12, FGBs 

Capital Adequacy Ratio (‘CAR’) should at 22% and Tier I capital ratio stood at 19.5%. This 

compares to average peer group Tier I ratio of 15.6% and Central Bank minimum 

requirement of 8%. We define FGBs peer group as four largest domestic commercial banks 

in UAE by assets size—ENBD, NBAD, ADCB and UNB—since market dynamics faced by 

these banks are closest to those faced by FGB. FGB also has the lowest NPLs (Non 

Performing Loans) ratio among its peer group, save NBAD at 3.6% with comfortable NPL 

coverage at 92%.  

 

High Tier I ratio provides FGB with competitive advantage in putting its idle risk capital to 

good use in multiple ways, such as presented in three scenarios below: 

 

Scenario 1 (Bull Case 30%-35% probability of happening) 

 

Scenario 2 (Bear Case 15%-25% probability of happening) 

 

Credit demand 

recovers on 

back of global 

clue

Loan book growth 

without immediate 

need to shore risk 

capital

Sustain topline 

& bottomline 

growth with 

improving RoE

Stock price 

appreciation based 

on EPS growth and 

revision in outlook

Asset quality 

concerns 

increases as 

economy 

deteriorates

Capital adequacy 

remains at acceptable 

level even after 

factoring modest 

surprises in NPLs

Survive weak external 

environment without 

immediate need to 

raise capital at 

depressed prices

Stock price slumps but 

multiples contract at a 

rate slower than 

weakening business 

environment

Regulatory pressure on maintaining 

balance sheet health is growing 

leading to higher equity to asset ratios 

than before. 

Tier I capital adequacy ratio at 19.5% 

among the highest in UAE banking 

sector.  NPL at 3.6% is second lowest 

among peer group with comfortable 

coverage at 92%. 
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Scenario 3 (Neutral Case 45%-50% probability of happening) 

 

 

FGBs NPL ratio at 3.6% compared to peer group average of 5.2% as of June’12 is mainly 

attributable to its favorable exposure to Abu Dhabi government and private sector. 

Additionally, FGB has significant retail loan portfolio, however asset stress risk in this 

segment is mitigated by the fact that about 80% of the loans are to Emirati nationals. 

Classified within the retail portfolio is participation in the Abu Dhabi government sponsored 

National Housing Loans scheme for Emirati nationals. National Housing loans made up 29% 

of the total retail loan portfolio as of June’12. 

 

Retail loan portfolio comprises 24% of total assets as of June’12 of which 29% of the assets 

is exposure to Abu Dhabi National Housing Loans. 

 

The Table below summarizes exposure to various segments as % of total assets as of 

June’12. We have subjectively categorized each segment into one of the five risk ranks based 

on its performance assessment with regards to 1) depreciation in fair value 2) default or 

restructuring probability. Progressively less risky assets have higher score.  

 

 

 

   

Loan growth 

remains 

subdued

Limited need to 

reinvest profits 

into the business

Higher dividend payout 

and/or share buyback 

probability increases

Ranking 

Category
1

Marker Score

Very High 1

High 2

Moderate 3

Low 4

Least 5

Exposure to Abu Dhabi sovereign and 

public sector and absence of significant 

exposure to Dubai based property 

developers has favorably impacted 

formation of NPLs. 
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Table 1 

 
Source: Company reports, Vision Research 

 

Weighted aggregate score (weighted by percentage share in total assets) turns out to be 

3.61 out of the maximum possible score of 5.  

 

as % of total 

assets

Risk 

Ranking

Risk 

Rating

Abu Dhabi Private Sector 22% 4

Dubai Private Sector 6% 3

Other UAE Private Sector 2% 3

Non UAE Corporates 5% 3

Government and Public Sector 6% 5

Corporate 41% 18

Personal Loans 12% 2

Abu Dhabi Government National Housing Loans 7% 5

Credit Cards 2% 1

Other Mortgage Loans 1% 2

Islamic Financing 1% 2

Other (SME, Auto, OD) 1% 2

Retail 24% 14

Liquid Assets 10% 5

Other Fixed Income Bonds 8% 5

US Treasury Bills 2% 5

Funds and Equities 1% 2

Others 1% 2

Treasury 22% 19

Land in Abu Dhabi 1% 2

  DevelopmentProperNes in AbuDhabi 2% 1

Land in Dubai 0% 2

 DevelopmentProperNes in Dubai 1% 1

  ProperNesGeneraNng RentalIncome 1% 3

Real Estate 5% 9

Miscelleneous through subsidaries 8% 3

Grand Total 100% 63

Assets score 3.6 on scale of 5 in terms of 

its riskiness and subjective probability of 

default, restructuring or depreciation in 

fair value. Higher score represents lower 

probability of default. 
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The below table reclassifies the above information according to the score cohorts 

 

Table 2 

 
Source: Company reports, Vision Research 

 

Conclusion: FGBs loan book is well diversified and geared towards medium to low risk 

asset categories 

 

The below table summarizes FGBs relative standing compared to its peer group on key 

balance sheet health ratios. Cells with highest ratios have been highlighted. 

 

Table 3 

 

as % of 

total 

assets

Risk 

Ranking

Risk 

Rating

Credit Cards 2% 1

  DevelopmentProperNes in AbuDhabi 2% 1

 DevelopmentProperNes in Dubai 1% 1

Very High Risk Total 4% 3

Personal Loans 12% 2

Other Mortgage Loans 1% 2

Islamic Financing 1% 2

Other (SME, Auto, OD) 1% 2

Funds and Equities 1% 2

Others 1% 2

Land in Abu Dhabi 1% 2

Land in Dubai 0% 2

High Risk Total 19% 16

Dubai Private Sector 6% 3

Other UAE Private Sector 2% 3

Non UAE Corporates 5% 3

  ProperNesGeneraNng RentalIncome 1% 3

Miscelleneous through subsidaries 8% 3

Moderate risk Total 21% 15

Abu Dhabi Private Sector 22% 4

Low Risk Total 22% 4

Government and Public Sector 6% 5

Abu Dhabi Government National Housing Loans 7% 5

Liquid Assets 10% 5

Other Fixed Income Bonds 8% 5

US Treasury Bills 2% 5

Least Risk Total 33% 25

Grand Total 100% 63

Tier 1 

Ratio

Capital 

Adequacy 

Ratio

NPLs as % 

of gross 

loans

Provision 

coverage

Liquid 

assets to 

total assets

FGB 19.5% 22.0% 3.6% 92% 15%

UAE Peer Group Average 15.6% 21.5% 5.2% 78% 18%

ENBD 12.8% 19.5% 8.1% 70% 18%

NBAD 15.8% 21.0% 3.2% 95% 21%

ADCB 16.0% 22.3% 4.7% 86% 12%

UNB 17.7% 23.1% 4.9% 62% 21%

Liquid assets to total assets as of Mar'12; Liquid assets defined as cash with Central Bank + Dues from Banks

Approx. a third of the assets are high 

grade, low risk government and/or 

public sector borrowings.  

FGB has highest Tier I ratio, and second 

best NPL and provision coverage ratios 

next only to NBAD among its peer group 

as of Jun’12.  

Approx. 76% of the assets as of Jun’12 

can be classified as having least to 

moderate risk of default /restructuring 

/depreciation in its value.  
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Impressive track record of growth in assets and income 

 
FGBs recent track record in terms of balance sheet growth as well as growth in revenue and 

income is among the best in the industry. For YTD Jun’12, FGB registered growth in loans and 

advances of 6.0% compared to UAE aggregate banking sector growth in loans and advances 

YTD May’12 of just 0.3%. Over the past three year period —Dec’08-Dec’11—FGB delivered 

loan book compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 9.7% compared to industry growth rate 

of 2.5% and peer group average of 4.3%.  

 

Favorable exposure to Abu Dhabi government and public sector and market share gains from 

competitors buffeted by asset stress constrains has supported FGBs faster growth since 

2008. 

 

We believe, FGB continues to remain well positioned for maintaining its growth trajectory in 

the near future based on Abu Dhabi’s hydro-carbon wealth recycling, diversified asset 

portfolio taking advantage of uneven growth opportunities available across sectors over the 

full business cycle and strong presence in highly profitable retail loan segment. 

 

 

Operating Income over the three year period ending Dec’11 registered CAGR growth rate of 

11.2% p.a. whilst operating profit increased at a rate of 7.3% over the same period.  

 

Table below highlights FGBs standing vis-à-vis its peer group on various performance 

parameters over three year period ending Dec’11 

 

Table 4 

 
Source: Company reports and Vision research 

 

 

(in AED millions) FY2008 FY2011 CAGR, %

Loans and Advances

FGB 79,363 104,720 10%

Peer Group Average 480,205 544,999 4%

ENBD 208,930 203,140 -1%

NBAD 111,764 159,522 13%

ADCB 109,081 124,755 5%

UNB 50,429 57,581 5%

UAE Aggregate Banking Sector 993,700 1,071,000 3%

Total Assets

FGB 107,522      157,480     14%

Peer Group Average 660,724      806,475     7%

ENBD 282,414      284,613     0%

NBAD 164,654      255,668     16%

ADCB 148,430      183,726     7%

UNB 65,225         82,469       8%

UAE Aggregate Banking Sector 1,456,200   1,662,100 5%

Operating Income

FGB 4,698           6,483         11%

Peer Group Average 20,432         26,718       9%

ENBD 8,447           9,930         6%

NBAD 5,301           7,881         14%

ADCB 4,390           6,069         11%

UNB 2,294           2,838         7%

Profit Before Tax

FGB 2,997           3,706         7%

Peer Group Average 9,589           10,925       4%

ENBD 3,681           2,509         -12%

NBAD 3,091           3,819         7%

ADCB 1,367           3,081         31%

UNB 1,450           1,515         1%

Focus on core banking activity of lending 

has fuelled growth in assets and income.  

Over three year period ending Dec’11, 

FGB posted second best growth rate in 

loans, total assets, Operating Income 

and Profit before Tax. 
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FGB has one of the best profitability profile among its peer group and within UAE banking 

sector in general 

 

FGBs track record in terms of lending margins (Net Interest Margin) and Return on Assets is 

the best among its peer group and one of the best, in general within the UAE banking sector. 

 

Where FGB stands mostly second in rankings in terms of asset and revenue growth, usually 

only behind NBAD it is first in terms of profitability.  

 

(Net Interest Margin) NIM for Mar’12 stood at 4.0% compared to c.3.0% for peer group. 

Historically, FGB has consistently recorded one of the highest NIMs in the sector. High NIM 

drivers for FGB remain its highly profitable retail loan book where NIMs have averaged 

upwards of 6%. Additionally, the treasury portfolio has NIM of about 2.0% which is quite 

commendable given the fact that most of it is placed in liquid low yielding government debt.  

 

Table 5 —Trend in Net Interest Margin (NIM) 

 
Source: Company reports, Vision research,  

NIM calculated as Net interest income / Avg. interest bearing assets (incl. Islamic assets) 

 

Table 6 —Trend in Return on Average Assets (RoAA) 

 
Source: Company reports, Vision research,  

RoAA calculated as Operating profit / Avg. total assets 

 

FGB lowest costs-to-income ratio in the UAE banking sector at c.19% is one of its key 

competitive advantages. Part of the costs optimization comes from the fact that FGB is 

comparatively more focused on its core conventional banking activity to produce majority of 

its revenue and profit.  Avoiding chartering waters where it has limited expertise and scale 

economies are absent. 

 

FGB utilizes outsourced marketing agents for selling of its products in the retail segment. This 

strategy provides FGB flexibility to scale operations up or down based on prevalent market 

condition.  

 

Since most costs in the banking sector tend to be fixed, high operating efficiency serves as a 

tool to maintain profitability in an environment of subdued to decelerating topline growth. 

Low costs also provide dry-powder to compete on big-ticket transactions aggressively while 

maintaining return profile similar to that of other bidders with higher operating expenses. 

Dec'09 Dec'10 Dec'11 Mar'12

FGB 3.6% 3.5% 3.8% 4.0%

Peer Group Average 2.8% 2.8% 3.1% 3.0%

ENBD 3.1% 2.9% 3.1% 2.7%

NBAD 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 2.9%

ADCB 2.4% 2.6% 3.1% 3.2%

UNB 2.6% 2.8% 3.2% 3.3%

Dec'09 Dec'10 Dec'11 Mar'12

FGB 2.8% 2.7% 2.5% 2.5%

Peer Group Average 1.1% 1.2% 1.5% 1.7%

ENBD 1.2% 0.8% 0.9% 0.9%

NBAD 1.7% 1.9% 1.6% 1.6%

ADCB -0.3% 0.3% 1.8% 1.9%

UNB 1.7% 1.7% 1.8% 2.3%

Lowest costs-to-income ratio within the 

industry is a significant competitive 

advantage and bottomline driver. 

FGBs top tier profitability stems from its 

asset allocation efficiency, healthy mix of 

fee and commission income to total 

income and highly profitable retail and 

treasury lending book.  

 

Over three year period ending Dec’11, 

FGB posted second best growth rate in 

loans, total assets, Operating Income 

and Profit before Tax. 
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Table 6 —Trend in Cost to income ratio  

 
Source: Company reports, Vision research,  

Efficiency ratio calculated as operating expenses / operating income 

 

Catalyst for stock price appreciation  

 

We see a near term catalyst to total return from increasing dividend payout and/or initiating 

share buybacks in order to fine tune FGBs high and growing equity capital base. Trimming its 

overcapitalized balance sheet on the periphery will magnify FGBs Return on Equity (‘RoE’).  

 

Currently FGBs Tier I ratio stands at 19.5% compared to Central Bank requirement of 8%. 

Excess equity capital is required in scenarios, such as 1) To either support growth 

momentum in risk assets 2) concerns over asset quality.  

 

We see limited upside potential for both scenarios atleast for the remaining of this year. 

 

FGB management expects loan growth of 8%-10% this year versus our estimates of 6.7% yoy 

growth and our industry credit growth estimate of c2.0%. Tier I ratio at year end would still 

be far in excess to accommodate forecasted growth in risk assets. 

 

NPL to gross loan ratio is expected to rise to 4.2% by Dec’12 from 3.6% as of Jun’12 but this 

will likely be due to inclusion of Dubai Holding exposure of AED 600M post the completion of 

ongoing restructuring. We do not foresee serious asset stress in FGBs books. NPL coverage 

will continue to remain in the comfortable range of 80%-90% 

 

Hence the case for reducing equity capital base through increasing dividend payout and/or 

initiating share buyback seems appealing over the next 12 month horizon given our 

expectation about loan growth potential and asset quality in near term.  

 

Chart 1 –Return on Avg. Equity  

 
FGBs return on average equity is virtually similar to that of its peer group even though FGB 

enjoys higher NIM and RpAA ratios that its peer. Return on Equity in FGBs case is pulled 

down by its higher Tier I ratio (equity base) than its peer group.  

Dec'09 Dec'10 Dec'11 Mar'12

FGB 17.8% 17.8% 18.9% 19.5%

Peer Group Average 34.0% 32.4% 30.4% 30.8%

ENBD 37.9% 38.7% 35.0% 37.5%

NBAD 29.8% 30.5% 32.5% 31.8%

ADCB 37.5% 32.4% 28.3% 30.2%

UNB 30.8% 27.9% 25.7% 23.6%

-30.0%

-15.0%

0.0%

15.0%

30.0%

Q1'09 Q2'09 Q3'09 Q4'09 Q1'10 Q2'10 Q3'10 Q4'10 Q1'11 Q2'11 Q3'11 Q4'11 Q1'12

FGB ENBD NBAD ADCB UNB

Fine tuning overcapitalized balance 

sheet will increase RoE. 

Higher NIM and RoAAs do not translate 

into higher RoAE due to higher Tier I 

ratio than peer group, pulling down RoE. 
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FGB management has reiterated its commitment to shareholder value maximization, but 

have avoided giving any explicit indication over when and if, any decision will be made by 

the Board in this regard. It is pertinent to note that shareholder and management interest in 

FGB are aligned given the 67% ownership by Abu Dhabi Ruling family. 

 

Valuation 

 
We value FGB common stock using the justified P/B approach. 

 

The justified P/B approach is based on the argument that the price of the stock today should 

be based on its long term sustainable return on equity, its long term sustainable growth rate 

and its costs of equity financing.  

 

Justified P/B is calculated as: 

 

P/B = (RoE – g) / (K-g) 

 

Where: 

P/B = Justified Price-to-Book 

RoE = Long term sustainable Return on Equity 

g = Long term sustainable growth rate 

K = Cost of Equity financing 

 

Our assumptions of the inputs to the valuation model are presented below: 

 

 
 

P/B  = [ 10.0% - 3.5% ] / [ 8.0% - 3.5%] 

P/B = 1.44 

 

Calculation of Book Value Per Share (BVPS) as of Dec’13 is presented below: 

 

 
 

Target Price = Justified Price to Book Multiple X Book Value Per Share FY’13 

Target Price = 1.44 X 8.34 

Target Price = AED 12.05 (i.e. approx AED 12) 

 

Refer Appendix for calculation of excess NPL net of provision: 

 

 

 Our 

Assumption 

LT sustainable Return on Equity 10.0%

Cost of Equity 8.0%

LT sustainable growth 3.5%

 AED '000s 

Estimate of Shareholders Equity as of Dec'13 30,020,608      

Less: Estimate of NPLs in excess of Provision coverage as of Dec'13 (1,000,049)       

Less: Capital Notes issued to Govt of Abu Dhabi (4,000,000)       

Adjusted Shareholders Equity estimate as of Dec'13 25,020,559      

Share Oustanding as of Jun'12 (Nos. 000s) 3,000,000        

Estimate of Book Value Per Share as of Dec'13 (AED) 8.34                   

We use justified Price to Book valuation 

model to arrive at our target price 

estimate. 
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Historical valuations band 

 

Table 7: Trailing 12 months valuations multiples 

 

 

Table 8: Trailing 36 months valuations multiples 

 

 

Company Overview 

 

FGB was incorporated as a public joint stock company in 1979. In late ‘90s the Royal Family 

of the Abu Dhabi purchased majority of the ownership in the bank. Today, FGB conducts its 

operations under four broad segments:  

1. Corporate Banking (40% of assets and Operating income ‘OI’)  

2. Retail Banking (24% of assets and 40% of OI) 

3. Treasury (22% of assets and 11% of OI) 

4. Real Estate activities (5% of assets and 2% of OI)  

Through its subsidiaries and associates, the Bank is also engaged in whole spectrum on Real 

Estate development, brokerage and facilities management services. Its associates, Aseel 

Finance provides Islamic Finance and Mortgage products to corporate and retail customers. 

FGB also has presence in Libya through First Gulf Libyan Bank and representative offices in 

Qatar, Singapore and Mumbai. FGBs currently has c.9% market share in UAE in terms of both 

loans and deposits, a network of 19 branches and 83 ATMs spread across the UAE. 

 

Chart 2 –Shareholding pattern (as of Jun’12) 

 

FGB ENBD NBAD ADCB UNB

TTM P/E Ratio 7.3 11.1 9.4 7.8 5.3

TTM P/B Ratio 1.2 0.5 1.3 1.0 0.7

Return on Assets 2.5% 0.5% 1.6% 0.9% 1.8%

Return on Equity 14.6% 7.4% 14.7% 16.1% 12.2%

TTM -trailing twelve months; source: bloomberg

FGB ENBD NBAD ADCB UNB

36 M avg. trailing P/E Ratio 7.2 7.0 7.7 6.6 5.6

36 M avg. trailing P/B Ratio 0.9 0.5 1.1 0.7 0.6

source: bloomberg

Abu Dhabi 

Ruling Family, 

67%
GCC Nationals, 

5%

Non GCC, 9%

UAE investors, 

19%

FGB is 2
nd

 largest bank  in UAE in terms 

of Market Capitalization behind NBAD 

and 4
th

 largest in terms of asset size 

behind ENBD, NBAD, and ADCB. 

Shareholding by ruling family of Abu 

Dhabi provides strong and reliable 

shareholder base. 
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H1:2012 Financial Performance Review 

� Loans and advances (net of provisions) as of Jun’12 increased 12.5% compared to 

year ago period and 6% compared to Mar’12.  Increase in loan book was 

attributable to continued strong traction in lending activity particularly in Q2’12. 

Loan growth in the most recent quarter was helped by increase in exposure to Abu 

Dhabi public and government sector.  

� Total assets as of June’12 increased 9% compared to year ago and 2% over quarter 

ending Mar’12 underpinned mainly by increase in loan book 

� Net interest income for H1’12 increased 12% year on year driven mainly by increase 

in interest bearing assets.  

� Net interest margin stood at 3.8% as of June’12 virtually unchanged from same 

period year ago.  Noteworthy that NIMs on average have compressed and credit 

growth has subdued in Q2’12 at other large banks, hence compression in NIMs in 

the coming quarters is a likely case as competition for quality assets intensifies in 

H2:2012. 

� Operating income for H1’12 recorded increase of 8% compared to year ago period 

supported by 12.5% increase in net interest income but partly offset by -3% 

degrowth in Other income. Negative 3% growth in other income in H1’12 was 

attributable to -18% degrowth recorded in Q1’12 on y-o-y basis but largely 

recovered by 15% growth in Q2’12 on y-o-y basis.  

� Cost efficiency ratio as of June’12 stood at 19.5% compared 17.4% as of Jun’11. 

Efficiency ratio has been edging up consistently over the past few quarters rising 

from 17.8% for FY’09 to c.19.5% for H1’12. However, it is pertinent to note the even 

with the steady rise in the efficiency ratio, FGB has historically and presently enjoys 

the lowest cost-to-income (highest efficiency) ratio in the whole of UAE banking 

sector. We expect efficiency ratio to hover in the range of 19%-21% for FY’12 and 

FY’13. 

� NPLs as percent of gross loans stood at 3.6% as of Jun’12 having slightly increased 

from 3.4% as of Dec’12 and 3.5% as of Jun’11. Including AED 621M exposure to 

Dubai Holdings (DH) which is currently not classified as NPL, the ratio would inch-up 

to 4.2%. For the remaining half of the year, Bank management expects that this 

exposure will be classified as NPL leading to NPL to gross loan ratio in the range for 

4.2-4.6% by FY’12 year end.   

� NPL coverage (provisions as percent of NPL) stands at 92%, including DH exposure, 

adjusted coverage would stand at 80%. Provision coverage as of Dec’12 stood at 

98% and as of Jun’11 stood at 102%, decrease in coverage for H1’12 is mainly on 

account of movement in the write-offs, booking of new NPLs in the latest quarter 

and associated provisioning formula followed for new NPL classification (initial 

provisioning of 25% of the new NPLs).  

� Loan to deposit ratio as of Jun’12 stood at 106% having increased from 101% as of 

Dec’11 and 98.2% as of Jun’11. Increase in the ratio is mainly on account of higher 

pace of growth in the loan book over the period compared to growth in deposit 

base. Approx. 65% of FGBs total funding is customer deposits of which c.50% is 

deposits by govt and public sector, mainly based in Abu Dhabi. 

 

 

 

 

NPLs at 3.6% as of Jun’12 compared to 

3.5% as of Dec’11. Provisions stood at 

92% compared to 98% for the same 

period.  

YTD Jun’12 loan book registered 12.5% 

y-o-y growth. NIMs stable at 3.8% on 

y-o-y basis.  
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Our FY’12 Estimates 

 

 

 

� We estimate 6.7% y-o-y growth in Loans and advances for FY’12. This is compared 

to management estimates of 8%-10% growth in FY’12 over FY’11. Our conservative 

estimate for loan growth is based on muted loan growth observed in H1:12 at other 

competitors and ongoing weak global economic outlook 

� NII is expected to come in flat to marginally down (-1-2%) for FY’12 compared to 

FY’11 due to expectation about slowdown in credit growth in H2:12 and 

compression in margins 

� We estimate NIM for FY’12 at 3.5% compared to 3.8% registered in H1:12. 

Management NIM estimates for FY’12 is also roughly at 3.5% 

� We model cost to income ratio to increase to 20% for FY’12 from 19% for H1:2012 

� NPL to gross loan ratio is expected to increase to 4.3% from 3.6% as of Jun’12 which 

includes DH exposure of AED 612M being fully classified as NPL by year end 

� Provision coverage is expected to stand at c.80%  

� Return on equity is expected to remain flat compared to FY’11 

 

Key Risks to our investment thesis and price target estimates: 

 

� Worsening of Debt crisis in EU —after Greece, investor attention has now turned to 

Spain. Spanish government debt yields are hovering in the range of >7% which is 

unsustainable. Fiscal austerity is putting many out of work and business 

investments to almost a standstill. Peripheral economies across EU are rapidly 

contracting.  if the risk of a few troubled economies leaving the union materializes 

over the next 18 month period than it may set a stage for a sharp sell-off across risk 

assets and across geographies including MENA region. 

� Surprises on the NPL more than expected (c.4.0% of gross loans) could lead to 

higher provisioning requirements, limit the probability we now place on increasing 

dividend payouts and/or share buyback over the next 12 months and hence limit 

the return upside available. 

� Albeit we are expecting muted credit growth this year for UAE banking sector in 

aggregate, with the slowdown more pronounced in H2:2012 than H1:2012. Credit 

growth decelerating more than expected by us could further squeeze NIMs and 

thereby reduce bottomline growth. 

NII

Fee and 

Comm inc.

Loan & 

Advances

EPS 

(AED)

Costs to 

income ratio NPL

Provision 

coverage NIM RoAA RoAE

FY'2012e -2.4% 9.7% 6.7% 1.26     19.8% 4.3% 81% 3.5% 2.4% 14.4%

FY'2013e 3.5% -1.9% 8.1% 1.27     21.0% 4.2% 81% 3.4% 2.2% 13.5%

% chg. y-o-y

Key Risk to our investment thesis: 

Chaos is EU escalates; 

Asset quality concerns more than 

currently expected; 

Sharp deceleration in credit growth 

FY’12 Estimates: 

Loan and advances +6.7% yoy, 

NIM 3.5% ( -30bps yoy), 

NPL 4.3% (+90bps yoy), 

NPL coverage 81%, 

EPS AED 1.26 (+6% yoy) 
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Tables: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In AED '000s Dec-09A Dec-10A Dec-11A Dec-12E Dec-13E Dec-14E

Gross Loans 92,915,667          98,922,799          108,341,454    115,746,790       125,006,136   132,522,211     

Provisions (2,529,782)           (3,294,783)           (3,621,655)       (4,051,138)          (4,250,209)      (4,439,494)        

NPL 3,422,227             3,687,000             3,681,000        4,977,112            5,250,258       5,433,411          

Net Loans 90,385,885          95,628,016          104,719,799    111,695,652       120,755,927   128,082,716     

Customer Deposits 86,421,906          98,741,936          103,473,733    108,617,361       121,063,700   123,952,720     

Shareholders Equity 22,517,837          24,126,372          26,651,428      26,215,291         30,020,608     34,744,043        

Net Interest Income 3,833,732             4,257,199             5,078,891        4,955,298            5,129,297       5,950,963          

Fee Income 1,207,400             1,486,537             1,212,219        1,332,453            1,315,037       1,293,743          

Operating Income 6,074,014             6,304,984             6,482,882        6,731,902            6,694,817       7,455,315          

Operating Expenses (1,080,583)           (1,121,548)           (1,224,036)       (1,332,717)          (1,405,802)      (1,640,169)        

Operating Profit 3,312,965             3,544,349             3,705,755        3,805,619            3,804,756       5,625,860          

Net Profit 3,310,335             3,420,425             3,707,275        3,805,619            3,804,756       5,625,860          

EPS (AED) 0.94                       0.98                       1.19                   1.26                      1.27                  1.88                     

% chg. yoy Dec-09A Dec-10A Dec-11A Dec-12E Dec-13E Dec-14E

Gross Loans 15.4% 6.5% 9.5% 6.8% 8.0% 6.0%

Provisions 121.8% 30.2% 9.9% 11.9% 4.9% 4.5%

NPL 56.2% 7.7% -0.2% 35.2% 5.5% 3.5%

Net Loans 13.9% 5.8% 9.5% 6.7% 8.1% 6.1%

Deposits 16.8% 14.3% 4.8% 5.0% 11.5% 2.4%

Shareholders Equity 38.6% 7.1% 10.5% -1.6% 14.5% 15.7%

Net Interest Income 48.6% 11.0% 19.3% -2.4% 3.5% 16.0%

Fee Income 8.4% 23.1% -18.5% 9.9% -1.3% -1.6%

Operating Income 29.3% 3.8% 2.8% 3.8% -0.6% 11.4%

Operating Expenses -4.8% 3.8% 9.1% 8.9% 5.5% 16.7%

Operating Profit 10.5% 7.0% 4.6% 2.7% 0.0% 47.9%

Net Profit 10.2% 3.3% 8.4% 2.7% 0.0% 47.9%

EPS -1.9% 4.4% 21.3% 6.2% 0.8% 47.9%

Key Ratios Dec-09A Dec-10A Dec-11A Dec-12E Dec-13E Dec-14E

Return on Avg. Assets 2.8% 2.7% 2.5% 2.4% 2.2% 3.1%

Return on Avg. Equity 17.1% 14.7% 14.6% 14.4% 13.5% 17.4%

Net Interest Margin 3.6% 3.5% 3.8% 3.5% 3.4% 3.7%

Loan to Deposit Ratio 104.6% 96.8% 101.2% 102.8% 99.7% 103.3%

Equity to Total Assets 17.9% 17.1% 16.9% 15.8% 16.4% 18.7%

NPLs to Gross Loans 3.7% 3.7% 3.4% 4.3% 4.2% 4.1%

Provisions to NPLs 73.9% 89.4% 98.4% 81.4% 81.0% 81.7%

NII to Total Operating Income 59.3% 63.5% 75.7% 73.6% 76.6% 79.8%

Cost to Income Ratio 17.8% 17.8% 18.9% 19.8% 21.0% 22.0%

Gross loans includes Islamic Loans and Financing; Shareholders Equity includes Govt of Abu Dhabi perpetual Capital notes; EPS 

adjusted for 5% stock dividend in 2010 and 100% in 2011; RoAA calculated as operating profit divided by total average assets; RoAE 

calculated as profit after tax divided by average shareholders equity; NIM calcuated as Net interest income incl Islamic Financing 

divided total average interest bearing assets.
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Appendix 

Calculations of excess NPL net of provisions 

 

 

Glossary of Terms 

 

NIM Net interest margin, calculated as interest income less interest expenses divided by average interest 

bearing assets. NIM represent earning capacity on lending portfolio. Change in NIM is mainly due to change 

in interest rate charged, interest rate paid on liabilities and asset mix 

RoAA Return on average assets is calculated as operating profit after provision divided by total average assets. 

Operating profit includes profit/(loss on sale of investments) but excludes non-recurring profit or (loss) of 

extraordinary nature. Average assets include total assets as reported on respective balance sheet date. 

RoAE Return on average equity is calculated as average total shareholders’ equity as reported by company on 

respective balance sheet date divided by net profit after tax attributable to common shareholders. 

NPL Non Performing Loans are loans that as per Central Bank definition of NPL have arrears in interest payment, 

principal repayment or both.  

Provisions Loan Loss Reserves created through charge in income statement to cover loans which are classified as ‘NPL’ 

NPL 

Coverage 

Calculated as provisions (loan loss reserves) as percentage of NPLs. Coverage indicate better ability to 

withstand eventual writing off of loans classified as NPL, if required,  without need to take the charge in 

current period/future period income. 

Tier I 

ratio 

Shareholders capital, including paid up capital + unencumbered reserves of perpetual nature + any 

instruments convertible mandatorily into equity. Central Bank of UAEs minimum floor for Tier I capital is 8% 

of risk assets 

Tier II 

ratio 

Secondary capital includes undisclosed reserves, general loan loss reserves, subordinated term debt, etc. 

Central Bank of UAEs minimum floor for Capital Adequacy (Tier I + Tier II) is 12% of risk assets 

Efficiency 

ratio  

Also known as cost to income ratio, is calculated as operating expenses to operating income.  
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 AED '000s 

Estimate of Gross Loan as of Dec'13 125,006,136    

Estimate of NPL ratio, % 4.2%

Estimate of NPL as of Dec'13 5,250,258        

Estimate of Provision coverage as of Dec'13, % 81.0%

NPLs covered by provisions 4,250,209        

NPLs in excess of provisions 1,000,049        


